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It’s nighttime and a young boy who lives in an apartment building hears a noise above his head. It’s a man who is singing opera. The man who is singing opera hears a noise above his head too! It’s a baby cooing. The baby hears a noise above his head. It’s a sheep speaking. This goes on and on, until, at the top of the apartment building, an old man is hollering “Go to bed!”

This fun bedtime story is full of colorful illustrations by Brian Biggs. He joins Mac Barnett, author of Caldecott Honor-winning picture books Extra Yarn and Sam and Dave Dig a Hole in this entertaining story filled with tenants of an apartment building who are enjoying the night (some more than others). Readers who have noisy neighbors will definitely relate to this book! Beginning readers will enjoy chiming along with adults to the nighttime noises of Noisy Night.
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